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Enceladus, with its subsurface ocean, is amongst the top priority targets in the

search for life beyond Earth. Following on discoveries from the Cassini mission

that Enceladus possesses a global subsurface ocean containing salt and organic

compounds, there are many unconstrained properties of the ocean and ice

shell thatmust be investigated to further assess the habitability of Enceladus and

begin the search for biosignatures on Enceladus. In this paper, we present a

concept study for a New Frontiers class multi-lander and orbiter mission to

Enceladus that investigates if there is or ever was a habitable environment on

Enceladus. The mission architecture includes an orbiter for detailed chemical

analysis of material erupted from Enceladus’ plumes and four impact landers for

geophysical measurements. As part of our mission concept study, we explore

key trades for orbital and surface science, as well as assess the scientific

potential and hazards of candidate landing sites on Enceladus. The novelty

of our mission architecture and consideration of both orbital and surface

science elements makes this work directly relevant to a broad range of

potential future mission architectures under consideration, such as those

identified in the 2023–2032 Planetary Science and Astrobiology Decadal

Survey.
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Introduction

Motivation and context

Enceladus is a small (~250 km radius) yet geologically active

world with exciting opportunities to assess habitability beyond

Earth (Porco et al., 2006; Parkinson et al., 2008). Enceladus is a

primary candidate in the search for extraterrestrial habitable

environments because it contains the hallmarks of habitability

for life as we know it: liquid water, common chemical building

blocks (CHNOPS) for life, and available energy (e.g., chemical

energy gradients; Cockell et al., 2016; Domagal-Goldman et al.,

2016; Hand et al., 2020; Hendrix et al., 2019). Following on the

Voyager 1 and 2 flybys, Cassini revealed that Enceladus possesses

a global subsurface ocean under an ice shell that is 20–40 km

thick on average (Postberg et al., 2009; Postberg et al., 2011;

Beuthe et al., 2016; Thomas et al., 2016; Čadek et al., 2016), a

remarkably young surface age (Porco et al., 2006), and

cryovolcanic plumes that eject ocean material onto Enceladus’

surface and Saturn’s E ring (Porco et al., 2006; Spahn et al., 2006;

Kempf et al., 2010; Porco et al., 2014). Ice grains erupted from

Enceladus’ south polar plumes (both in the plumes at Enceladus

and in Saturn’s E ring) analyzed by Cassini’s Ion and Neutral

Mass Spectrometer (INMS) indicate the subsurface ocean

contains salt, ammonia, and organics; this evidence suggests

the ocean is in direct contact with the rocky interior of

Enceladus (Waite et al., 2006; Postberg et al., 2008; Postberg

et al., 2009; Hsu et al., 2015; Sekine et al., 2015; Postberg et al.,

2018; Glein and Waite, 2020; Affholder et al., 2021). The plumes

access Enceladus’ ocean through an ice shell <5 km thick from

more than a hundred individual jets along four long (~130 km)

fractures known as the Tiger Stripes (Helfenstein and Porco,

2015; Čadek et al., 2016).

The Tiger Stripes have narrow openings (measured to be only

~10 m across in some areas), but the subsurface geometry of the

fractures’ connection to the ocean is still debated (Postberg et al.,

2009; Goguen et al., 2013; Porco et al., 2014; Helfenstein and

Porco, 2015; Ingersoll and Nakajima, 2016; Postberg et al., 2018).

The area around the Tiger Stripes, the South Polar Terrain (SPT),

is the youngest surface area on Enceladus (some areas <4 Ma old;

Porco et al., 2006). It is not known whether particles falling from

the plumes form an unconsolidated regolith or are thermally

processed and/or sintered to form a solid ice layer (Porco et al.,

2006; Kempf et al., 2010; Konstantinidis et al., 2015). More

broadly, the generally ropy plains of the SPT are heavily

fractured, may contain rapidly outgassing subsurface pockets

of CO2, and are scattered with large ice blocks (~10–100 m

across) concentrated near the Tiger Stripes (Porco et al., 2006;

Martens et al., 2015; Matson et al., 2018).

Beyond the SPT, surfaces tend to be older and more heavily

cratered, though not lacking in extensional features (Kirchoff and

Schenk, 2009; Hargitai and Kereszturi, 2015). Some parallel

ridges and troughs in the northern hemisphere of Enceladus,

such as Samarkand Sulci, may represent past active regions that

may once have been similar to the present-day SPT (Porco et al.,

2006; Crow-Willard and Pappalardo, 2015). A series of broad

topographic basins, including the SPT basin, are found across the

surface of Enceladus andmay be related to past true polar wander

of Enceladus’ ice shell over a heat source (Tajeddine et al., 2017).

Enceladus’ cryovolcanic activity is modulated by its tidal cycle

and may cease over longer timescales when fractures like the

Tiger Stripes cannot penetrate to the ocean (e.g., Porco et al.,

2014; Rudolph et al., 2022). At present, Enceladus’ ocean is not

thermodynamically stable and should freeze over tens to

hundreds of millions of years (e.g., Roberts and Nimmo, 2008;

Rudolph et al., 2022). Thus, Enceladus may experience only

transient habitable conditions. It is not known how long

habitable conditions must persist for life to emerge (e.g.,

Cockell et al., 2016).

Here, we present a concept study for a New Frontiers class

multi-lander and orbiter mission concept to Enceladus to

investigate if there is or ever was a habitable environment on

Enceladus. This mission concept study was developed during the

2019 Caltech Space Challenge, a 1-week program that brings

together two teams of engineering and science undergraduate

and graduate students to create a pre-Phase A concept study

(Rabinovitch et al., 2014); the second team’s mission concept

study can be found in Deutsch et al. (this issue). The 2019 Caltech

Space Challenge charged participants to design a New Frontiers-

class mission concept to assess whether Enceladus provides the

conditions necessary (or sufficient) to sustain biotic or pre-biotic

chemistry. Additional constraints provided by the challenge

organizers were that the mission must make use of multiple

small surface components, launch on a SLS-type vehicle, and

arrive at Enceladus between 2036 and 2042. The culmination of

FIGURE 1
Logo for the SILENUS mission concept and artist sketch of a
penetrator on the surface of Enceladus collecting seismic data as
the orbiter soars overhead.
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the 2019 Caltech Space Challenge included the presentation of a

final report, fact sheet, and public talk to a review panel (Caltech

Space Challenge, 2019).

Though this mission concept study was carried out in

advance of the 2023–2032 Planetary Science and Astrobiology

Decadal Survey (NASEM, 2022), the SILENUS (Spectrometer

Investigating the Livability of Enceladus with a Network Using

Seismometers; Figure 1) mission concept is highly relevant to

addressing the question of dynamic habitability outlined in the

2023–2032 Decadal Survey: “Where in the Solar System do

potentially habitable environments exist, what processes led to

their formation, and how do planetary environments and

habitable conditions co-evolve over time?” The

2023–2032 Decadal Survey (NASEM, 2022) prioritized an

Enceladus Orbilander concept as the second highest priority

new Flagship mission for the decade owing to Enceladus’

favorability as a destination to address fundamental questions

in habitability and life detection. Additionally, Enceladus is

included in the list of targets in the Decadal Survey for New

Frontiers 5, 6, and 7, which span the next decade of New

Frontiers science.

SILENUS in the context of mission
concepts for Enceladus

Many mission concepts have been developed to study

Enceladus, e.g., ELF (Lunine et al., 2015; Lunine et al., 2016),

Enceladus Orbilander (MacKenzie et al., 2021), EnEx

(Konstantinidis et al., 2015), Etna (Deutsch et al., this issue),

JET (Lunine et al., 2016), THEO (MacKenzie et al., 2016), and

TIGER (Spiers et al., 2021). Our mission concept is most similar

to the Small Lander Large Orbiter explored as an alternative to

the Flagship-class Enceladus Orbilander (MacKenzie et al., 2021).

We note that another key difference between the SILENUS

mission concept and the Enceladus Orbilander concept

(MacKenzie et al., 2021) is that the Enceladus Orbilander is a

life detection mission, whereas SILENUS aims to further

characterize the habitability of Enceladus following on the

discoveries made with Cassini.

A primary highlight of our architecture includes multiple

penetrators to reduce the science risk of surface elements. Like

the TandEM mission concept (Coustenis et al., 2009), SILENUS

utilizes penetrators as opposed to traditional landers owing to the

uncertainties of the surface terrain and strength on Enceladus,

and our penetrators are equipped with seismometers.

Seismometers have been explored for landed components of

other Enceladus mission concepts (Coustenis et al., 2009;

Deutsch et al., this issue; MacKenzie et al., 2021; Vance et al.,

2021), but our mission concept study is among the first to

incorporate a seismic network. Additionally, though other

mission concepts propose to operate on the edge of south

polar darkness (e.g., Spiers et al., 2021), SILENUS presents a

case for science operations that continue during a time period

when the South Polar Terrain (SPT) is in complete darkness.

More broadly, SILENUS is applicable to future mission concept

studies not only in its science definition, exploration of trades,

and orbit design, but also in its detailed characterization of

landing sites based on scientific value, surface hazards, and

previous characterization.

Science definition

The primary mission of SILENUS is assessing and

contextualizing the habitability of Enceladus. Rather than

searching directly for signs of extant or extinct life, SILENUS

would characterize physical and chemical environments on

Enceladus to better understand whether life as we know it could

emerge and survive there. This enables SILENUS to complete key

science objectives in preparation for future life detection missions

and, though not part of the mission requirements, make

opportunistic measurements that could reveal evidence of extant

or extinct life depending on its presence and abundance. Importantly,

a habitability-focused mission provides the necessary context for

either a detection or non-detection of life on Enceladus. If life is ever

detected on Enceladus, it is important to study the markers of

habitability associated with this life; on the other hand, if

Enceladus is devoid of signs of extant or extinct life, then a

detailed characterization of Enceladus’ habitability can transform

our understanding of what is truly required for a world to support life

(McKay et al., 2014; Neveu et al., 2018; Hendrix et al., 2019; Hand

et al., 2020). We note that there is a lack of consensus as to whether

the existing evidence provides a solid foundation for the habitability

of Enceladus, or if there is further evidence needed to support this

classification (e.g., Glein et al., 2015; Hendrix et al., 2019; Glein and

Waite, 2020; Cable et al., 2021).

The main question guiding science definition for SILENUS,

“Is or was there a habitable environment on Enceladus?”, is

divided into three primary science objectives that frame the

science traceability matrix (STM; Table 1):

• Science Objective A. Characterize the organic chemistry of

the plume ejecta.

• Science Objective B. Characterize the inorganic chemistry of

the plume ejecta.

• Science Objective C. Determine the age, structure, and

exchange pathways of habitable environments.

Though SILENUS is focused on assessing past and present

habitability, the measurements outlined in the STM (Table 1)

enable rich opportunities for synergistic science concerned with

the geology and geophysics of Enceladus. In particular, the

penetrators equipped with seismometers and context cameras

offer opportunities, including to measure the level of seismicity

on Enceladus, relationships between the seismicity and tidal
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TABLE 1 Science traceability matrix for the SILENUS mission concept.

Main science question: Is or was there a habitable environment on Enceladus?
Main science goal: Determine the conditions that support potential current or previous life at Enceladus.

Science question Required measurements Instrument and spacecraft
requirements

Science objective A. Characterize the organic chemistry of the plume ejecta

A1.What is the abundance and altitude distribution of
light (<50 amu) biologically-relevant chemical
constituents of the plume ejecta?

Abundance of N2, NH3, H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, and trace
elements (CHONPS)

Orbiter: Mass Spectrometer

Require 100 mg per flyby

10 orbits between altitudes of 30–300 km

Measure particles within 1–1500 amu

A2. What is the abundance, altitude distribution and
structure of heavy (>50 amu) biologically-relevant
organic constituents of the plume ejecta?

Abundance and structure of formamide, amides, esters,
polysaccharides, acetylenes, nucleic acids, isoprenoids,
hydrocarbons

Orbiter: Capillary Electrophoresis & Mass Spectrometer

Require 100 mg per flyby

10 orbits between altitudes of 30–300 km

Mass Spectrometer: measure particles within 1–1500 amu

A3. If there are amino acids, lipids and alkenes
present, could they be biogenic?

Relative measurements of multiple amino acid to
glycine abundance, isotope analysis of alkanes, carbon
count patterns in fatty acid and isoprenoids

Capillary Electrophoresis: measure particles within
70–1000 amu

Science Objective B. Characterize the inorganic chemistry of the plume ejecta

B1. Are there sufficient ionic constituents of the plume
ejecta for redox chemistry or serpentinization?

Concentration of cations (Na+ and Mg2+) that
participate in redox chemistry

Orbiter: Capillary Electrophoresis Ion-selective Electrodes

Require 100 mg per flyby

10 orbits between altitudes of 30–300 km

B2. What is the concentration of sulfates in the ocean
and does that support potential methanogenic
organisms on Enceladus?

Concentration of sulfate in plume ejecta

B3. Is the pH of the ocean sufficient to support
habitable environments?

pH of icy plume ejecta

B4. What is the salinity of the ocean, and is it
sufficiently dilute to sustain life as we know it?

Salinity of icy plume ejecta

Science Objective C. Determine the age, structure, and exchange pathways of habitable environments

C1. How long have the south polar plumes been active
and how have their activity varied over time?

Ice shell stratigraphy and SPT tectonics Penetrators: Seismometers

Passive seismology from three seismometers within the
SPT with sufficient ray crossing for ≥14 days

Imaging of exposed depositional stratigraphy within
the SPT

Penetrators: Context Imager

C2. Are there regions outside the SPT geologically
active today or in the past?

Comparative imaging: exposed depositional
stratigraphy within the SPT and at least one paleo-basin

≥15 illuminated images in each location with vertical
overlap at mm scale resolution and a field of view on the
order of 10 cm

Global ice shell topography Orbiter: Altimeter

Global coverage of Enceladus below 1400 km altitude

(Continued on following page)
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cycle, material properties of the ice shell, and constraints on core

shape and structure (Vance et al., 2018; Neumann and Kruse,

2019; Ermakov et al., 2021; Marusiak et al., 2021; Kisvárdai et al.,

2022; Rovira-Navarro et al., 2022). Additionally, new imagery

from the orbiter’s navigational camera and penetrators’ context

imagers of Enceladus’ surface would enable higher resolution

geologic mapping and opportunities to study the characteristics

of the near-surface ice.

Landing site characterization

To achieve the penetrators’ science objectives, a

consideration of landing sites is required. Unlike landing site

consideration for a traditional lander (e.g., MacKenzie et al.,

2021), the penetrators are more resilient to uncertainties in

surface strength, but there are several important hazards and

science potential to take into account when selecting landing

sites.

In order to achieve the desired seismicmeasurements (Table 1), we

propose to deploy three penetrators within the SPT and a fourth

penetrator in the northern hemisphere of Enceladus. It is important to

consider not only the network geometry, but also the surface

conditions, as a high degree of mechanical coupling between the

penetrator and surface is ideal for making seismic measurements.

Additionally, as the penetrators are equipped with context cameras,

there is greater science potential for siteswith exposed stratigraphy and/

or closest to the plumes (where the most material is falling onto the

surface, likely preserving thicker regolith layers; Filacchione et al., 2016;

Kempf et al., 2010). Beyond the Tiger Stripes, previously identified

fractures (e.g., Samarkand Sulci) in the northern hemisphere are ideal

targets for probing Enceladus’ potential past habitability.

However, there are numerous hazards, particularly in the

SPT, that pose a risk to the penetrators:

• Tiger Stripes and fractures: For both science operations

and planetary protection, the Tiger Stripes crevasses are a

significant hazard to be avoided. The interior of the Tiger

TABLE 1 (Continued) Science traceability matrix for the SILENUS mission concept.

Main science question: Is or was there a habitable environment on Enceladus?
Main science goal: Determine the conditions that support potential current or previous life at Enceladus.

Science question Required measurements Instrument and spacecraft
requirements

Source location and tomography from passive
seismology

Penetrators: Seismometers

Passive seismology from ≥4 seismometers, one of which is
located outside the SPT for ≥14 days

Location of the penetrator within 10 m accuracy

Tomography for ice shell stratigraphy and tectonics Penetrators: Seismometers

C3. What is the degree of exchange of materials
between the surface and the ocean?

Seismic signal location and tomography to measure ice
shell thickness and structure, and to search for melt
lenses, fissures, brittle-ductile transition

Passive seismology from ≥4 seismometers, one of which is
located outside the SPT for ≥14 days

Ice shell degree of compensation: Surface topography
up to degree ≥15 and gravity field harmonics up to
degree ≥10

Orbiter: Altimeter & Transponder

Global coverage of Enceladus below 1400 km altitude

Orbit inclination ≥60° and some orbits above the poles

Determine spacecraft position with meter scale accuracy

C4. How is tidal dissipation distributed between the
ice shell, ocean, and core?

Internal density structure Penetrators: Seismometers

Passive seismology from two seismometers ≥100° apart- Measurement of core- and ice shell-traversing seismic
events

Orbiter: Altimeter & Transponder

Around 400,000 crossovers with global coverage below
1400 km altitude

- Deformation Love numbers

- Gravity Love numbers

Orbit inclination ≥60° and some orbits above the poles
- Gravity field harmonics to degree ≥10

Thermal-orbital equilibrium: Enceladus ephemerides
with meter scale accuracy

Orbiter: Transponder
Determine spacecraft position with meter scale accuracy
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Stripes descend into steep-sided valley floors (which could
occlude communication between penetrators and the
orbiter) with poorly characterized terrain; the conduit
sources of the jets are likely only meters to tens of
meters across (Goguen et al., 2013; Helfenstein and
Porco, 2015). Additionally, the highest surface
temperatures on Enceladus are found within the Tiger
Stripes region (Goguen et al., 2013; Helfenstein and
Porco, 2015; Filacchione et al., 2016). Numerous smaller
fractures crosscut the Tiger Stripes and surrounding
funiscular plains, as well as some regions outside the
SPT (Porco et al., 2014; Helfenstein and Porco, 2015);
these pose similar potential communication challenges
for the penetrators.

• Ice blocks: There are many irregular shaped boulders or

ice blocks (~10–100 m across) littered throughout the

SPT. More than 100,000 of these blocks have been

mapped and, though they are broadly most

concentrated nearest the Tiger Stripes, the

concentrations can vary drastically over small spatial

scales (Martens et al., 2015). The ice blocks could

potentially deflect the penetrator as it falls or partially

block communication with the orbiter.

• Pinnacles: Best characterized near Baghdad Sulcus, tall

(~100 m) pinnacles of ice sit atop ridges, with ~100 m

spacing between the pinnacles observed in Baghdad Sulcus

FIGURE 2
Ellipses represent selected landing sites (white outlines) and
backups (black outlines) in Enceladus’ northern hemisphere (inset)
and SPT categorized broadly by hazard levels (green- low, yellow-
moderate, orange- high). Selected high resolution imagery is
overlaid.

TABLE 2 Key trade matrix for the SILENUS mission concept.

Mission
function

Considered options

Orbital Science Mass Spec CES GPR Lidar Mapping Gravity
mapping

IR Imaging ISE CDA GCG NIMS

Surface Science Mass Spec WCL Raman Spec Microscope Seis. (single) Context
Camera

Seis.
Network

ISE Drilling

Orbit Types Polar Halo Flyby Stable
Orbit ~<60°

Saturn Travel
Time

10 years 8 years 6 years

SOI Time Frames Early 2036 Mid 2037–40 Late 2040s

EOI Approach Titan
aerobraking

Moons gravity
assist

Lander
Architectures

Lander Impacter Primary Master
and Slave

Rover Legged Floater Hopper

In-situ Plume
Collection

Passive Plume
Collection

Body Mounted
Collector

Robotic Arm

System
Architectures

Orbiter +
Lander(s)

Multiple
Orbiter(s)

Lander Only Orbiter + Single
Lander

Color key: Green = Preferred with good science return and reasonable cost/risk/TRL, Yellow = Potential with science return at higher cost, risk, and/or lower TRL, Red =Not feasible or poor

science return, high cost, risk, and low TRL. Explanation of acronyms in table: CES, Capillary Electrophoresis; GPR, Ground Penetrating Radar; ISE, Ion selective electrodes; CDA, Cosmic

Dust Analyzer; GCG, Gas Chromatograph; WCL, Wet Chem Lab; NIMS, Neutral Ion Mass Spectrometer.
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(Helfenstein and Porco, 2015). The pinnacles could potentially

deflect the penetrator. Similar features may also be present

outside the SPT near Samarkand Sulci (Giese et al., 2017).

• Subsurface CO2 pockets: Surface and near-surface pockets of

solid and gaseous CO2 are another potential hazard found

within the SPT (Matson et al., 2018). These pockets can

outgas episodically, potentially dislodging a penetrator that

lands nearby, and could also block communications

between the penetrator and orbiter if a penetrator fell

into one of these pockets.

For the point design we study herein, we select four specific

landing locations along with backup sites (Figure 2). We select

sites at such locations where we can make the best measurements

to achieve the science objectives (Table 1), with the lowest hazard

level from the combined list of potential hazards described above,

and where we have the highest quality of existing imagery to

characterize the site. In particular, the sites in the SPT were

selected because they are within the best imaged areas of the SPT

which have also been mapped as having relatively low

concentrations of ice blocks. The specific hazards contributing

most to the risk at each landing site are varied to minimize total

risk and increase the likelihood of full returns on science

objectives. The site near Samarkand Sulci was selected because

it was the largest area of low hazard flat (at available resolution)

terrain which was able to satisfy the requirements (specifically a

seismometer separation of 100°) for the science objectives.

Science instrument payload

The proposed mission to Enceladus utilizes multiple

instrument platforms to fulfill the science objectives (Table 1).

While the mission architecture will be discussed in greater detail

in subsequent sections, some overarching mission challenges are

taken into consideration for the selection of the instrumentation:

TABLE 3 Instrument science return matrix for the SILENUS mission concept.

Science traceability matrix - objectives

Sensors A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 B4 C1 C2 C3 C4

Orbital Science Mass Spec X X X

CES X X X X X X

GPR X X X X

Gravity Mapping X X

IR Imaging X

ISE X X X X

CDA X

GCG X

NIMS X

Laser Altimeter X X X

Surface Science Mass Spec X X X

WCL X X X X X X X

Raman Spec X X X

Microscope X

Seismometer (x1) X X X

Seismic Network X X X X

Cntx Camera X X

ISE X X X X

Drilling X X X

Green: highest quality science return, Yellow: acceptable science return, Red: poor science return, White: no science return.
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• Mission arrival between 2036 and 2042. The SPT

region enters a period of ~10 years of darkness at

latitudes ≥70° during this time (e.g., Spiers et al.,

2021). The majority of the potential launch windows

considered will require landing in-situ instruments in

darkness.

• Unstable Polar Orbits. Orbital access to the SPT is not stable

due to the perturbations of the Saturnian system. Polar

orbits, which have a high science value, require larger ΔV
for station keeping.

• Unknown Terrain. Terrain mapping completed by Cassini

only provides at best 10 m accuracy in the highest

resolution coverage areas. Without an additional mission

preceding SILENUS, detailed mapping could only be done

upon arrival to Enceladus.

• Extreme Environments. The mission design must survive

several extreme environments. The large distance of

Saturn from the Sun means solar power and heating are

reduced; surface temperatures of Enceladus are of the

order of 30–50 K (Filacchione et al., 2016), with areas

near the plumes reaching up to 200 K (Abramov and

Spencer, 2009; Goguen et al., 2013). Surface features at

the SPT near the crevasses have significant ice boulders

and variability in terrain (Martens et al., 2015), making

landing dangerous.

• Cost Limitations. Maintaining a budget below the $1B cost

cap for the New Frontiers-class mission concept with the

complex systems needed to operate in this environment will

limit many options that can be considered.

Instrument trade

The first iteration of a design for this multi-platform concept

begins with a qualitative, high-level trade study. This analysis

focuses on the aforementioned design challenges along with

initial estimations of risk, science merit, feasibility, and cost.

The outcome is captured in the Key Trade Matrix (Table 2),

which describes all prepared options and the amount of trade

space available for each of the mission concept elements. We find

that in-situ measurements are best addressed with a lander or

penetrator concept and the ideal system architecture that we

selected for SILENUS is a combined solution of an orbiter with

penetrators.

Preferred instrumentation

To narrow the instrumentation search and guarantee an

optimal mission architecture of valuable science return, the

considered instruments in the Key Trade Matrix (Table 2) are

mapped to the Science Traceability Matrix (STM) objectives

(Table 1). The comparison is presented in Table 3, where a

color code represents the science return of each instrument

TABLE 4 A comparison of three instrument allocations considered for three cases of broader mission architecture.

Sensors Orbital science focused Orbital and surface
science balanced

Surface science focused

Orbiter + limited
smaller surface sensors

Orbiter + instrumented
lander + smaller
surface sensors

Limited orbiter +
instrumented lander +
smaller remote sensors

Orbital Mass Spec X

CES X X

ISE X X

Altimeter X X X

Surface Mass Spec X X

ISE X

WCL X

Context
Camera

X X X

Microscope X X

Seismometers X X X

Brief Notional Concept of
Operations

Orbit sampling of plume ejecta with ground
network of small seismometers

Orbit and surface sampling of plume ejecta with
network of small seismometers

Surface sampling of plume ejecta with
network of small seismometers

The instruments within each case were selected based on the combined science return potential of the instruments (following Table 3) in that mission architecture. The point design

presented herein follows the “Orbital Science Focused” mission architecture case.
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with respect to the associated science objective defined in

Table 1.

Additional factors in preferred instrument selection are

trades in the broader mission architecture. In particular,

instruments have different potential to address science

objectives depending on their allocation between the orbiter

and penetrators. We explored three broad mission

architecture cases (Table 4) based on the science returns for

instruments identified in Table 3. Taking into account science

return and risk allocation (i.e., the highest priority and majority

of science objectives can be achieved by the lowest risk

components of the mission architecture), we proceed with the

instrument selection for the case of an orbital science-focused

architecture.

The return matrix illustrates that the preferred set of

instruments are seismometers, ion selective electrodes (ISE),

capillary electrophoresis (CES), a wet chemistry lab (WCL), a

mass spectrometer, and a laser altimeter. We note that the

altimeter and ground penetrating radar offer similar

contributions to science objectives, but an additional trade-off

taking into account key mission concept parameters (mass,

power, cost) found that an altimeter is preferable to ground

penetrating radar (GPR) for the SILENUS mission concept.

For the penetrators, seismometers and context cameras were

selected for the point design over alternatives such as drills and

microscopic imagers (Tables 2, 3). This prioritization ismotivated by

the high level of science return likely to be achieved with the

seismometers and context cameras as well as the challenges of

using other instruments under the New Frontiers cost cap and/or

the uncertainties in surface conditions at Enceladus.

FIGURE 3
Some members of the periodic Halo orbit family (at Saturn Enceladus L1/L2 Lagrange points) near Enceladus are graphically shown in blue,
along with their periapsis (gray stars). The range of zero-stable periodic orbits is highlighted in green color, following the linear stability results in
Massarweh and Cappuccio (2020).

FIGURE 4
Upper: schematic CAD model of orbiter spacecraft and a
penetrator. Lower: cross sectional view of penetrator.
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Mission design

Launch trajectory and orbit design
The main maneuvers performed throughout the mission,

along with a standard margin of 30%, leads to a final total

consumption of ~4900 m/s ΔV. This budget includes launch,
a series of planetary gravity assists to shape the

interplanetary trajectory to Saturn followed by a

deceleration for Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI). At this

point, a subsequent burn allows for Enceladus Orbit

Insertion (EOI), and then we account for station keeping

maneuvers around Enceladus to assure successful science

phase operations, and allowing for the spacecraft’s S/C final

disposal.

The definition of a reasonable Earth-Saturn transfer orbit is

fundamental to our design and follows a trade-off between

launch date, consumption, and expected flight time. The

Space Launch System (SLS) under development at NASA is

considered, but alternatives such as the Space-X Falcon Heavy

are ultimately selected as preferable for our point design given

its high capacity at lower costs and a partially reusable

configuration.

The work of Palma (2016) analyzed different trajectories to

Saturn in 2020–2030, while assuming a flight time of ~10 years.

We select a nominal trajectory with a proposed launch date in

April 2028 and 9.8 years interplanetary flight. With a total ΔV
budget of 1330 m/s for both the interplanetary cruise and SOI, we

proceed in budgeting with a more conservative estimation of

1500 m/s ΔV, which also allows increased resiliency to changes in
launch date.

We evaluate several approaches for Enceladus Orbit

Insertion (EOI), including aerobraking maneuvers at Titan,

but ultimately select a more classical approach that makes use

of several gravity assists of Saturn’s moons. Though we consider

different tour budgets to EOI, we find that a 3-year tour allows us

to lower ΔV consumption up to ~1200 m/s. This 3-year tour

would include several flybys of Saturn’s moons and opens the

possibility of studying other moons for synergistic science and

further estimating ephemerides of the Saturnian system.

After the EOI, at least ten passes through the plumes are

necessary in order to fulfill the science requirements (Table 1).

Ideally, the relative velocity between the spacecraft and plume

particles should be less than 2 km/s (New et al., 2021). The

velocity of the plume particles may be up to 1.2 km/s near where

they exit the Tiger Stripes (Hansen et al., 2020), so the spacecraft

must move slowly during these passes to avoid increasing its

relative velocity. However, orbiting Enceladus is very challenging

due to its low mass and proximity to Saturn, where a first

approximation of its sphere of influence is around 490 km

from Enceladus’ center of mass.

This Saturn-Enceladus close proximity requires

consideration of a restricted 3-body problem (R3BP), where

potential quasi-stable orbits belong to the Halo family. We

select stable periodic Halo orbits close to Enceladus’ surface as

reported in Massarweh and Cappuccio (2020), where a 5:14

resonance with a L1 orbital period of 11h46m is identified,

thus leading to a minimum altitude over the mean radius

(252.1 km) of ~16.6 km (Figure 3). These orbits are not

completely stable and, without intervention, could cause

the spacecraft to impact the surface or fly away in only a

few days due to higher harmonics effects. A ~12-h period

allows passing through the plumes twice per day, while

maneuvers to control the spacecraft trajectory are needed

to lower the risk of impact. It follows that a conservative

10 m/s correction per day over 10 days enables extra passes

through the plumes (e.g., 20 extra passes). Overall, we allocate

a total of 100 m/s for station keeping during the Halo orbit

phase. During this low altitude campaign the spacecraft

releases the penetrators to reach their target positions on

the surface of Enceladus.

After this phase, a motion to a stable orbit at mid-

inclination is needed to finish data collection from the

penetrators (previously released to Enceladus’ surface)

and to complete the science orbital phase. We select an

orbit with an 8:35 resonance at mid-inclination (~60°) and

with semi-major axis of ~500 km from the family of stable

(quasi-periodic) orbits identified by Russel and Martin

(2009); see Figure 4 and Table 2 therein). We ultimately

estimate that the ΔV to move from the Halo orbit to the

stable orbit would be less than 250 m/s.

Due to planetary protection constraints, the spacecraft must

be deorbited away from Enceladus. Three different approaches

are possible: 1) a plunge into Saturn, 2) crashing on another

moon, or 3) an escape trajectory from the Saturn system. The first

and third approaches do not contaminate a moon environment,

but need a ΔV of several km/s. Hence, Tethys has been selected

for a controlled crash due to its proximity and no relevant

planetary protection limitations at the time of writing; the

transfer orbit to impact on Tethys requires a ΔV of about

700 m/s.

Orbiter design

The orbiter design (Figure 4) builds on the heritage of past

successful missions. A key design feature of SILENUS is the

choice of basing the power system on solar panels, as have been

selected for outer planets missions such as Juno and Europa

Clipper, as well as explored in previous mission concept studies

for Enceladus (e.g., Lunine et al., 2015; Lunine et al., 2016;

MacKenzie et al., 2016). Thermal blankets consisting of amber

multilayer insulation (MLI) cover the orbiter exterior as

insulation to the extreme thermal fluctuations and to protect

from small particles. The exterior mounting structure supports

the 4-m high gain antenna and four deployable solar arrays.

During the initial cruise, the high-gain antenna may point
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towards the Sun so its main reflector could serve as a sunshade

and the low-gain antenna may be used for communications with

Earth (Taylor et al., 2002). A surface-mounted dipole antenna

would be used for communication between the penetrators and

the orbiter. A surface-mounted camera for engineering and

outreach would be included on one of the faces of the orbiter.

The interior would house the onboard computer, propulsion fuel

tanks, and payload instruments. The four penetrators are also

mounted within the orbiter housing.

Orbiter propulsion
We consider a trade-off between chemical, electrical, and

nuclear propulsion to select the optimal propulsion technology

for the orbiter. Although the specific impulse of a nuclear engine

is twice that of one chemical propulsion engine, and more payload

can be carried, nuclear thermal propulsion (NTP) has been excluded

a priori due to its low technology readiness level (TRL) and the

logistical challenges of utilizing this technology. Electric propulsion

is in a phase of strong development, and great improvements are

expected in the coming years. However, only a few interplanetary

missions have used electrical propulsion (e.g., Dawn and

BepiColombo). Electrical propulsion would therefore constitute a

significant engineering challenge for the mission concept, adding

complexity and risk. Chemical propulsion was chosen because it is a

reliable, low-risk, and cheaper propulsion technology.

Due to the nature of the Enceladus science orbit under the

influence of Saturn, active attitude control is necessary to satisfy

the pointing requirements of the orbiter payload. This can be

achieved through a combination of 16 cold-gas thrusters to

achieve three-axis stabilization. The orbiter uses a series of

star trackers, inertial measurement units, and sun sensors for

attitude determination. Sun sensors are placed on all panels of the

spacecraft, which allows the orbiter to determine the position of

the solar vector and orient its solar arrays accordingly.

Two isolated propulsion systems were chosen for the orbiter:

(1) For the interplanetary trajectory to Enceladus, Enceladus’

orbit, performance and decommissioning, a bipropellant

system based on Nitrogen Tetroxide (NTO)/

Monomethylhydrazine (MMH) is chosen. The propulsion

system is a main engine for propulsive maneuvers and a

redundant main engine, both protected from

micrometeoroid particles by an articulating cover. This

type of engine is selected due to its reliable history of

operations, high TRL, and high specific impulse.

(2) A monopropellant system is used for attitude control and

small (<0.3 m/s) trajectory control maneuvers. The

propellant chosen for the thruster is hydrazine (N2H4).

Though toxic, hydrazine is well characterized when it

combusts and easily detectable. Additionally, it could be

used to clean and sterilize components. Sixteen redundant

1 N thrusters were selected, which have a strong flight

heritage, having already flown onboard several space

missions.

Orbiter power
Solar arrays

Powering the orbiter on a New Frontiers-class budget is a

significant challenge, precluding the use of radioisotope

thermoelectric generators (RTGs) for this mission concept.

For this reason, we explore the viability of solar panels. At

Saturn (9.5 AU from the Sun), the total solar irradiance is

about 1.1% of the total solar irradiance at Earth.

We propose to use state of the art SolAero ZTJ Space Cell

solar arrays (NASA JPL, 2017). The ZTJ cells are the baseline for

the Europa Clipper mission, which would have flown by the time

the SILENUS mission concept would propose to launch. SolAero

has heritage in powering satellites and spacecraft for NASA and

JPL, including the MAVEN, MMS, GPM, NuSTAR, SMAP, and

LADEE missions.

The panels are sized based on peak power (all instruments

operating and transponder at full power) of 288 W. A 30%

margin is included, for a total power requirement of 370 W.

Using the ZTJ cell specifications, the deployed solar array area

required is estimated to be 134 m2 with a mass of 122 kg. This

is a feasible size, and we expect these values to improve in

future years with additional technology development. This

calculation assumes that the solar panels are always on-angle.

Furthermore, for pricing the solar panels we use historical

data from JPL, and for prior analysis used a rough estimate of

$1 M/kWh.

Note that solar panels need to be thermally controlled for

peak efficiency and may need electrical heaters to compensate.

Additional calculations must also account for solar panel decay

due to radiation, temperature, and other degradation factors.

Degradation and thermal power for the solar arrays are beyond

the scope of this analysis, but a more detailed engineering

analysis would be essential to future development of this

mission concept.

Batteries

The primary batteries are sized to supply power when the

orbiter is in eclipse or off-sun. The orbiter will be in darkness for

at least 12 h every 33 h, and we estimate sizing the energy storage

to 4 × 55 Ah Li-ion batteries.

A more detailed trade study for the secondary batteries is

needed, which we propose to be conducted during Phase A of

this mission concept. Currently, the Europa Lander concept

has demonstrated Li-CFX chemistry batteries, which meet

500 Wh/kg power density within the 20-day mission.

Orbiter onboard data handling
The storage requirements are driven by the orbiter’s

Enceladus flybys and the penetrator experiments. The
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onboard data handling and processing is extended by the use of

low-powered field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and space

radiation-hardened integrated circuits for storage. The on-board

computer (OBC) would be responsible for storing spacecraft data

and payload instrumentation data. Additional functions of the

OBC will include complex I/O management, fault tolerance and

detection management, interfacing the ground to space link

(telemetry and teleoperations), and interfacing on-board

buses, data networks, and user interfaces for control and

monitoring purposes.

The total data to downlink from the orbiter to Earth

during every orbit around Enceladus is 202 kbits

(Supplementary Table S1). The OBC will require a power

of 45 W to process the data from the instruments and perform

all other spacecraft operation tasks. Additionally, the FPGA

must be radiation tolerant to moderate total ionizing doses of

around 100 krad (Spencer and Niebur, 2010). Using the

aforementioned sizing and information from other deep

space missions, the derived cost for the data handling

system is estimated at $300,000 (CPUStack, 2012).

Communications
The communication requirements for SILENUS include

communication between the orbiter and Earth as well as

communication between each of the penetrators and the

orbiters (e.g., to uplink data collected from the seismometers).

There is time specifically allocated in mission operations (see

Section 4.4) for data to be transferred from the penetrators to the

orbiter.

The selected communication architecture is radio

communication with Deep Space Network (DSN) stations on

Earth. The spacecraft would be commanded throughout the

mission, providing link reliability via either a low-gain

antenna or high-gain antenna (HGA) when Earth-pointed.

The HGA is capable of communicating within the radio

spectrum 2–35 GHz (S to Ka-band).

The telemetry communications of the mission concept

are designed around the capability of X-band for command

uplinks, engineering telemetry, and data downlinks. The

onboard design would consist of a high-gain 4 m HGA, a

1 cm low-gain X-band antenna, and two X-band and two

UHF/VHF band transponders. Our telecommunications

downlink assessment assumed a 4 m HGA at X-band

(single polarization), 50-W radiated power, and a DSN

receiving array of two 70 m dishes.

The estimated downlink data rate is ~40 kbps (before

accounting for overhead or compression) for a duration of

6 h per day while in the stable orbit around Enceladus. The

telecommunication design assumes that the orbiter would

cease science operations during downlinks and point the

body-fixed HGA within 0.05° of the ground station to

transmit the stored data. During the science Halo-orbit, 6 h

would be spent on a communication link with Earth. There

would be no data exchange with the penetrators during Earth

communication; the penetrators store all collected data on

board.

Each of the penetrator systems can uplink data to the

orbiter at a rate of 9.6 kbps using the UHF bandwidth while

the orbiter is in the stable orbit over 5 days via two

frequency bands. A relatively low-power antenna and

transceiver are sufficient for the communication needs of

the penetrator. A UHF/VHF band dipole antenna will be

deployed after successful landing. The penetrator would use

a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) system. One way

communication from the penetrator to the orbiter is

sufficient for our purposes, although it is possible to

support two-way communication with this configuration.

Penetrator design

We select a swarm-like lander concept to maximize

science return within the New Frontiers budget cap. The

orbiter would deploy four penetrators, each equipped with a

seismometer and two context imagers, at predetermined

landing sites. The seismometer requires a strong

mechanical coupling with the substrate, which could be a

challenge due to the highly uncertain terrain and surface

properties. The penetrators land within a 20 km radius of

target locations spread throughout the SPT and in the

northern hemisphere (Figure 2) and operate for a

minimum of 2 weeks for data collection.

The four penetrators are identical and their modularity

simplifies manufacturing logistics. To comply with other

design constraints, the penetrators have a bullet-shaped

outer shell. The bullet-shaped structure will withstand the

impact, even allowing for the highly uncertain

characteristics of the surface. We estimate the mass of

each penetrator to be 14 kg with volume <12 U.

The preferred total system architecture is a ballistically ejected

penetrator with orientation control during descent and a radio relay

using the orbiter. The penetrators would be deployed from the orbiter

with no further trajectory control after deployment. Assuming the

orbit velocity of 100m/s and spacecraft mass of 25 kg, the impact

energy is estimated at 0.14 MJ, so we select titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V

with a thickness of 5 mm for the outer shell of the penetrators. The

metal structure complies with the impact conditions and facilitates the

transfer of seismic signals from the surface to the seismometer housed

within. Another engineering consideration is the temperature gradient

between the penetrator material and the surface on impact, which

could lead to brittle failure.

The proposed internal spacecraft temperature is 248 K

(−25°C), which is a stark contrast to the lows of 33 K on the

surface of Enceladus (Filacchione et al., 2016). While MLI

systems insulate radiative energy, the direct contact and

massive thermal gradient between the penetrator interior and
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Enceladus’ surface require special considerations. Conduction

with the surface would quickly deplete the battery power and

likely cause ice sublimation and thus penetrator sinking. We

propose using a 1 mm thick layer of aerogel to insulate the

interior of the penetrator. Aerogel is a unique material known for

its very low density, and high thermal insulation (thermal

conductivity of 0.03 W/mK), which has been used on the

Sojourner Mars rover and Stardust mission (e.g., Aegerter

et al., 2011). Heat flow paths and thermocouples will be used

to control and monitor any thermal fluctuations.

Additional features, such as crumple zones, could absorb

additional impact stresses and ensure safe operation at the

surface, protecting both the instruments and aerogel insulation.

Attitude determination and control
We chose an orbiter ballistic ejection for the penetrator deorbit

method, as a thrusted deorbit burn is unfeasibly complex for this

mission concept. The penetrators will require active attitude

determination and control following the ejection from the

orbiter. Utilizing the orbit path of the orbiter and gravitational

potential energy, the penetrators will have a controlled fall within a

general landing area as specified by the sciencemission requirements

prior to launch (Figure 2). The reaction wheels will stabilize the

penetrators based on the measurements of the inertial measurement

unit (IMU), which will be calibrated to the orbiter prior to launch,

under the assumption that the orbiter is oriented parallel to the

surface. The penetrator’s final landing area will be identified through

the use of the laser altimeter and known location of the orbiter as it

passes over the surface of Enceladus.

Other solutions we considered but did not ultimately select

include an uncontrolled landing and orienting the seismometer

to the ground after landing by using a gimbal/gyroscope-

flywheel system. To circumvent the complexity of a

controlled, multi-layer shell, we instead use cubesat reaction

wheels. By ensuring a specific landing orientation, the

penetrator will also be in the position allowing the antenna

to communicate with the orbiter.

Penetrator power
Each penetrator requires a maximum power of 11 W, divided

evenly between science instruments and heaters. A trade study

among current rechargeable battery architectures has shown that

Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) batteries prevail over more advanced

technologies such as Lithium-Sulfur (Li-S) batteries. While Li-

S offers a better specific energy, the energy density is less than that

of the Li-Ion counterpart. We assume the depth of discharge of

these systems to be 70% and, for 2 weeks of power, battery mass is

6 kg and volume 9U.

FIGURE 5
(A) Mission concept of operations timeline. (B) Communications flow, where triangles represent penetrators.
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Another important factor to consider for power supply is

the performance decrease of the batteries, which is not included

in the sizing estimates of the battery system. More advanced

battery concepts, such as Li-CFx batteries (NASA, Technology

Review: Jet Propulsion Lab, 2018) can cut the battery mass in

half, due to their advanced specific energies, but are still size

constrained. The choice of current battery systems is due to the

cost consideration of the battery development. An alternative to

batteries are radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs),

which are a more stable energy-source over long-duration

missions but are much more expensive than battery systems.

Additionally, radioisotopes raise concerns with the planetary

protection of Enceladus. Augmenting the power input with

solar panels is not viable for this specific mission concept, since

the SPT region will be in complete darkness during the specified

time period.

Onboard imaging suite
A context camera and photon source will be used to confirm

penetrator release, landing, and penetration of the surface.

Additional usages of the engineering camera include public

outreach and science (e.g., stratigraphy imaging). Due to the

illumination conditions at SILENUS’ landing time and location, a

light source is required to illuminate the areas of interest (Table 1).

We explore two photon source options. The Curiosity Mars rover’s

camera MAHLI uses LED illumination. Currently, no LED

technology is rated for Enceladus’ low surface temperatures, and

adequate thermal insulation would need to be incorporated. As an

TABLE 5 Mission cost budget.

Outputs for phase A to D $M FY16 % of total

Project Management 25.94 2.6

Project System Engineering 34.2 3.4

Safety & Mission Assurance 31.84 3.2

Science* 15.33 1.5

Payload* 161.56 16.2

Flight Systems* 402.12 40.2

Mission Operating System/Ground Data System 51.89 5.2

Assembly, Test and Launch Operations (ATLO)* 33.02 3.3

Mission Design* 12.97 1.3

Subtotal 768.87

Reserves (~23% of Total) 230.77

Total 1000

All calculations are based on anonymized past missions and historical data. Note: Science: Labor and time involved for data assessment on ground, Payload: Science Instruments, Flight

Systems: Includes orbiter, probes and any individual element (including mechanical, power, communication costs, etc.), ATLO: Pre-launch Testing, Mission Design: Trajectory Planning/

Systems Engineering.

TABLE 6 Mass budget of SILENUS.

Subsystem % of dry mass Mass (kg)

Payload 27 147.0a

Structure and Mech 15 139.3

Thermal 3 27.9

Power 14 130.0a

TTC 6 120.0a

OBC 5 46.4

ADCS 6 55.7

Prop 19 176.4

Other 5 46.4

Total mass with substituted subsystem info (kg) 889.1

aSubsystems with confirmed mass for the components.

First order mass budget approximation from table A-10: Planetary Spacecraft used for Mass Analysis (Percentage of Dry Mass) - Cassini (SMAD).
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alternative, we also consider the Surface Science Lamp (SSL), which

was used onboard the Huygens lander at Titan.

Penetrator onboard data handling
The penetrators are required to store context images and

seismic data. The penetrators will have a mission lifetime of

3 weeks. For this duration, the seismometers will be continuously

measuring for 2 weeks, followed by a week allocated for data

uplink. During the data collection period, the seismometers

generate 12,000 bit/s, resulting in a total data generation of

approximately 1.8 Gb over 2 weeks.

The required science context imagery at the point of impact totals

15 images at 21MB each, resulting in a total image data generation of

~315MB. Due to the lack of visibility that the orbiter experiences

while in the science orbit flying through the plumes, the penetrators

will be required to have the capability to store the entirety of the

context imagery and 2 weeks of seismometer measurements.

Therefore, the onboard computer will need to be able to store at

least 2.11 GB. The chosen equipment for our point design to satisfy

the subsystem’s needs is the GOMSpace NanoMind A3200, which

provides 512 KB built-in flash, 128MB NOR flash, and 32MB of

SDRAM. This is a COTS component from GOMSpace, utilized for

cube, nano, andmicrosatmissions. The component would need to be

radiation-hardened and protected to endure deep space.

Mission operations

The mission concept begins with a gravity assist Earth-

Venus-Earth-Earth (EVEE) maneuver to reach Saturn, totaling

10 years (Figure 5A). Once the Saturn Orbital Insertion (SOI) is

completed, the orbiter would begin a spiral down phase for

~2.5 years to enter a polar Halo orbit around Enceladus. After

Enceladus Orbital Insertion (EOI), plume sampling and altimeter

mapping begins during the low pass of the polar Halo over SPT at

altitudes below 20 km. Primary orbiter science continues until

the minimum plume sampling and mapping requirements

(Table 1) are achieved for a duration of 10 days. Once plume

sampling and mapping requirements are met (nominally after

8 days), the orbiter sequentially deploys three penetrators in the

SPT region over several passes. Then, the orbiter exits the polar

Halo and enters a stable quasi-periodic orbit around Enceladus,

deploying the final seismometer in the new periodic orbit away

from the SPT (Figure 2). Penetrators begin science data collection

immediately. Seismic data would be gathered from the surface,

stored, and transmitted to the orbiter after 2 weeks. Data from

the penetrators would be gathered by the orbiter until the seismic

data collection window is complete (Figure 5B). The data will be

cached and transferred from the orbiter via the Deep Space

Network (DSN) to Earth, and then to the Spacecraft Operations

Center (SOC). From the SOC, all science data will be processed

and remote commands can be sent. The orbiter would continue

mapping operations in the new orbit for 1 year. Once all data is

acquired from the penetrator, the mission would be deemed

complete (Figure 5A) with the option to extend mapping

operations or secondary science. Finally, the spacecraft would

perform a controlled crash on Tethys, satisfying planetary

protection requirements (see Section 5).

Ground operations
SILENUS would use NASA’s DSN, where coordination and

operational management is accomplished through the Deep

Space Operations Center (DSOC) located at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (JPL).

The telecommunications system on-board will be operating

on two bands (X and Ka) such that the uplink frequency and gain

is supported by two types of DSN antennae. X-band is primarily

utilized for spacecraft operations and navigation. For this, we

need to employ a 70-m dish and currently there are three

locations with IDs (DSS 14, DSS 43, DSS 63) that satisfy the

gain requirement. The reception on the ground will be less

frequent than between the orbiter and penetrators. This would

be carried on the Ka-band with a similar transmitting antenna

gain, which requires a 34 m BeamWaveguide (BWG) antenna on

ground. Once again, we have multiple options in all three

locations for this band in downlink, however only one DSS

25 in Goldstone, California has uplink frequency capability in

Ka-band.

Cost budget and mission cost analysis

The mission concept is designed as a pre-Phase A concept

study under the New Frontiers class, which aims to conduct

high-science-return investigations while containing total

mission cost and development time. We improve the

performance of our mission concept through the use of

validated new technologies and control of design,

development, and operation costs while maintaining a strong

commitment to flight safety. Excluding the cost of the launch

vehicle and costs accumulated in Phases E-F (Operations and

Sustainment, Closeout), our mission concept is budgeted for

$1 billion Fiscal Year 16 (FY16) dollars (Table 5).

For this budget, the inputs for phases A to D (Concept

and Technology Development, Preliminary Design and

Technology Completion, Final Design and Fabrication,

and System Assembly, Integration & Test, Launch &

Checkout) are calculated for a Outer Planet Multi-FE type

mission with 30% reserves. Using guidelines and metrics for

assessing space system cost estimates (Supplementary Table

S2), we note the dry weight of the orbiter to be 890 kg. This

ensures that we accurately scale flight system costs by weight

and mission type. The mission concept classification is

Science/Surveillance with key characteristics of scientific

observation, large spacecraft, multiple payloads, low

heritage, and long life.
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Engineering budgets

In addition to cost, we scrutinize other critical budgets to

assess feasibility of this mission concept. The mass, power,

and link budget tables can be found in the supplements

(Table 6 and Supplementary Tables S3–S5), but we

highlight the rationale and most significant

contributors here.

The peak power requirements from major subsystems of the

orbiter are listed in Supplementary Table S3. This informs the

power budget, used to size the solar arrays, with the largest

contributor being the communications system.

The link uplink and downlink budgets are found in

Supplementary Tables S4, S5, respectively. This demonstrates

the interaction between the orbiter around Enceladus and the

Earth ground station. The communication architecture is

developed from the Cassini heritage (Spencer and Niebur,

2010) and has sufficient telemetry margins to meet the

proposed science objectives.

The preliminary mass budget was estimated through first

order approximation (Table 6; Larson et al., 1999). The total mass

percentage allocations (Table 6) allows us to size each subsystem,

for instance, a communication (TTC) subsystem mass of around

120 kg. Such first-order estimation of the total dry-mass orbiter

would be 929 kg; this value is then used to size the remaining

(unknown) subsystems. For example, in the Cassini architecture,

the orbiter’s final total mass is around 889 kg, thus referenced in

our calculations.

Mission safety

There are several common practices and considerations

needed for a successful interplanetary mission: radiation,

electromagnetic interference (EMI), contamination control,

and planetary protection. These factors are relevant for the

orbiter spacecraft and the penetrators.

The spacecraft would be subjected to several levels and types

of radiation throughout the mission. Radiation can impact the

performance of electronic parts, causing failures, corrupting or

even completely destroying data. Radiation can also degrade the

quality of the solar panels, especially when passing through high-

radiation areas. In order to mitigate radiation damage, the

spacecraft can be designed with radiation-hardened electronic

hardware. Similarly, a structural design can be selected to shield

the critical electronics. Once in the Saturnian system, radiation

from the solar wind is negligible and Enceladus is on the outskirts

of the Saturnian radiation belt.

EMI generated by multiple electronic systems in the

spacecraft can disrupt the operation and impact mission

success. The EMI mitigation strategy is to carefully plan and

test both individual components as well as the system. A

complete mission safety plan would be completed during

Phase A, with regular safety reviews conducted for all

subsequent phases.

Certain subsystems have the potential to contaminate the

spacecraft and therefore jeopardize the mission. Outgassing of

materials, or deposits from thruster ejecta can impact and disrupt

TABLE 7 Science Risk Matrix.

Science
objective

Weight 1. Sample
failure
(orbiter)

2. Altimeter
failure

3. Seis
failure in
the SPT

4. Seis failure
in northern
latitudes

5. Unable to
find exposed
stratigraphy

6. Failure of
all

penetrators

A1 4 0 2 2 2 2 2

A2 4 0 2 2 2 2 2

A3 2 0 2 2 2 2 2

B1 3 0 2 2 2 2 2

B2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2

B3 4 0 2 2 2 2 2

B4 3 0 2 2 2 2 2

C1 4 2 2 2 2 1 0

C2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

C3 3 2 1 1 2 2 1

C4 2 2 1 1 1 2 1

Norm. Science Value 0.3 0.9 0.85 0.94 0.9 0.78

Risks are considered from 0 to 2. 0 = high risk, 1 = moderate risk, 2 = low risk to no risk. Colors also correspond to risk.
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other spacecraft operations. Thruster plume analysis via

computational fluid dynamics and thruster testing can

characterize and mitigate the deposition of any propellant

particles on the spacecraft. Careful material selection can

minimize outgassing.

Planetary protection
Planetary protection includes preventing 1) the

contamination of planetary bodies outside of Earth and 2)

the contamination of Earth from exo-Earth materials (NASA

Planetary Protection Center of Excellence, 2018). Planetary

protection is salient when exploring moons with liquid water,

especially when investigating the habitability of such moons.

Following Cassini’s discovery of Enceladus’s plumes, the

Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) Planetary Protection

Policy (COSPAR, 2021) was amended to add Enceladus to the list

of target bodies for planetary protection classification Category III/

IV, and NASA’s planetary protection policy (NPR 8020.12D,

TABLE 8 Engineering risk analysis of mission, orbiter spacecraft, and penetrator.

Component Likelihood (1–5) Impact (1–5) Risk

Mission Risk No line-of-sight between orbiter and lander - lander lands outside of orbits bounds 1 3 3

Unexpected change in trajectory (e.g. comet) 1 2 2

Collision with Earth - trajectory 1 5 5

Collision with Enceladus - trajectory 1 5 5

Micrometeorite collision 2 3 6

Lander contamination with fuel 1 1 1

Did not make to Enc orbit 1 5 5

Orbiter Risk Lander release mechanism failure 1 3 3

Mass spectrometer cover failure to open 1 4 4

Inaccurate position estimation 1 3 3

Failure to point communications to Earth 1 5 5

Above average radiation induced bit flips 1 1 1

Structural damage from external source (e.g. collision) 3 3 9

Structural damage during launch (vibrations) 1 3 3

Failure of vent opening 1 2 2

Solar panel damage due to collision with plume ejecta 3 1 3

Failure to unfold solar panels after launch 1 5 5

Fuel leak 1 4 4

Penetrator Risk Snow cover inhibits comms due to unknown terrain 2 3 6

Shell crumples 1 3 3

Antennas do not deploy 1 3 3

Seismometer not normal to gravity 1 2 2

Insufficient battery life 1 2 2

Seismometer not rigidly coupled 2 2 4

Penetrator falls into fissure 1 3 3

Surface composition is harder than designed for 3 2 6

Surface composition is softer than designed for 3 2 6

Color code follows NASA risk assessment guidelines.
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Planetary Protection Provisions for Robotic Extraterrestrial

Mission) was also updated as such. Because the Enceladus

system has been classified as a Category IV, missions to

Enceladus require a crafted Planetary Protection Plan, a Pre-

Launch Report, Post-Launch Report, End-of-Mission Report,

and a Planetary Protection Implementation Plan. This plan

details the use of clean rooms during assembly and test of

spacecraft and microbial reduction measures, such as increased

measures to reduce bioburden and prevent re-contamination

by using bio-barriers. If the probability of impact is

considered significant, an inventory of bulk constituent

organics is required.

Furthermore, “the probability of inadvertent

contamination of an ocean or other liquid water body”

must be reduced to less than 1 × 10–4 per mission (NPR

8020.12D, Section 5). As the penetrators could directly contact

the liquid body of water in a vent-conduit system, significantly

more elaborate bioburden reduction processing would be

necessary. A similar level of bioburden reduction

processing would be necessary for the orbiter as well

because penetrators would be in contact with the orbiter

over a long period. To reduce contamination probability, it

is worth considering more stringent sterilization, such as heat

sterilization at 500°C for extended durations, to pyrolyze any

organic material, decomposing all large organic molecules

(Wilcox et al., 2017).

At the end of the mission, the orbiter would be destroyed to

avoid any contact with Enceladus or other regions of interest (see

Section 4.1.4). The penetrators will be sealed shut and sterilized

appropriately since they would remain on the surface of

Enceladus following the end of the mission.

Discussion of risks and trades

A key factor motivating the high level design of this

mission concept is the strategic allocation of risk. Here, we

consider risks to both achievement of science goals and

technical requirements for mission success. The selected

mission architecture places the instruments with the

highest priority science observations in the orbiter, which

is lower risk. Surface measurements are accomplished by the

higher risk penetrators. Risk analysis is conducted to assess

how instrument loss would affect the science return of the

proposed mission concept (Table 7). Instead of using the

NASA risk management metric (NASA, 2017), we use a

simplified risk assessment, with 0 representing high risk,

1 representing moderate risk, and 2 representing low to no

risk. The weighting of the science objectives is according to

the science definition in Section 2.

The mission and engineering risk score (Table 8) is

calculated by multiplying the likelihood score (1–5) by the

impact score (1–5). The likelihood factor was determined

through discussions with engineering and science team

members based on the complexity and frequency for

which a scenario could occur during the mission. The

impact factor is determined by assuming the scenario

occurred and assessing the influence of the event on

mission success if no intervention were possible. We

additionally assess the technology readiness level (TRL) of

all science instruments and engineering systems

(Supplementary Table S6). Note that the penetrator

systems have the lowest TRL and would require the most

development and testing.

Conclusion

We have presented a New Frontiers-class mission concept

for an orbiter with multiple surface penetrators to assess the

past and present habitability of Enceladus. The mission

concept outlined achieves science objectives critical for

understanding the potential habitability of Enceladus via

determining the inventory of organic carbon-bearing

compounds and whether or not these molecules are

biogenic, constraining the environmental conditions of the

ocean, and studying current and past geological activity. In

particular, we outlined three key science objectives: A.

Characterize the organic chemistry of the plume ejecta, B.

Characterize the inorganic chemistry of the plume ejecta, and

C. Constrain the age, structure, and exchange pathways of

habitable environments. Investigating these specific aspects

of Enceladus targets the existing gaps in our knowledge of

Enceladus’ habitability, including ocean pH and the longevity

of these potentially habitable environments (e.g., Hendrix

et al., 2019).

The investigations we propose with SILENUS would directly

answer priority science questions outlined in both the

2013–2022 and 2023–2032 Planetary Science and Astrobiology

Decadal Surveys (National Research Council, 2011; NASEM,

2022). SILENUS is highly informative for future mission

concept development for Enceladus, which is listed as a

priority destination for the upcoming decade at both the New

Frontiers and Flagship level. In particular, the inclusion of

multiple surface elements makes the SILENUS design more

robust to the challenges presented by the uncertain and

hazardous terrains present on Enceladus, and leaves the most

crucial science requirements to be achieved by the lower risk

orbiter. Additionally, SILENUS provides a case study for science

operations that can continue during the years of darkness over

the SPT (such as during 2039–2054). Other science and

engineering trades (e.g., orbit design, instrumentation

allocation between orbiter and penetrators) explored herein, as

well as the considerations for landing site selection, have broad

applicability for the planning of future missions to this exciting

ocean world.
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